
Quick Install Guide for DripX: The AI-Powered Toilet Leak Detector 

Welcome to the DripX family! You're about to take a significant step towards smarter home 

maintenance. DripX utilizes advanced AI and ML technology to monitor your toilet for leaks, providing 

instant alerts through the Nolix app. Here's how to set it up: 

What's in the Box? 

 DripX Device 

 Magnetic Switch (for activation) 

 Installation Manual 

Step 1: Placement for Initial Setup 

1. Place DripX on a Table: Start by placing your DripX device on a stable, flat surface. This position 

is crucial for the initial setup phase. 

Step 2: Download the Nolix App 

1. Get the Nolix App: Search for and install the Nolix app from either the iOS App Store or Google 

Play Store on your smartphone or tablet. 

2. Sign Up or Log In: Open the app, sign up for a new account, or log in to an existing one. 

Step 3: Activate Your DripX Device 

1. Activate with the Magnet: Use the supplied magnetic switch by hovering it near the dot on the 

DripX logo. A blue LED light will indicate that the device is turned on and ready for setup. 

Step 4: Follow the Nolix App Installation Guide 

1. Connect DripX to the App: In the Nolix app, add your DripX device following the step-by-step 

installation guide. This process includes connecting your device to your Wi-Fi network. 

2. Set Up Alerts: The app will guide you through setting up your preferred notification methods for 

leak alerts (SMS, email, app notifications) and ask you to input your contact information. 

3. Device Calibration: The app will instruct you to leave the DripX device on the table for a brief 

period. This is part of its initial calibration process, where it collects data to fine-tune its AI for 

accurate leak detection. 

Step 5: Deploying Your DripX 

1. Notification to Deploy: Once the initial setup and calibration are complete, the Nolix app will 

notify you that DripX is ready to be placed in your toilet tank. 

2. Installation in the Toilet Tank: Open the toilet tank lid and carefully place your DripX device 

inside, making sure it's not obstructing any mechanisms. 

 

 



 

Turning Off Your DripX Device 

1. Locate the Activation Spot: Find the dot on the DripX logo where you initially placed the magnet 

to activate the device. 

2. Place the Magnet: Hold the magnet close to this specific spot on the DripX logo. 

3. Wait for the Signal: Keep the magnet steady in position for 3-4 seconds. Watch for the device's 

LED light; it will blink to acknowledge the command to power down. 

4. Confirmation: After the LED blinks, it will shut off, indicating that your DripX device has been 

successfully turned off. 

To Reactivate Your DripX 

Reactivating your DripX is just as straightforward as turning it off: 

1. Place the Magnet: Simply position the magnet near the dot on the DripX logo again. 

2. Watch for the Blue LED: The appearance of the blue LED light will confirm that your device is 

turned back on and ready to continue its leak detection duties. 

Additional Tips for DripX Management 

 Regular Checks: Periodically verify your DripX device's functionality by checking the app for 

status updates and battery level, ensuring it remains operational and effective in leak detection. 

 Maintenance: While DripX is designed for durability, consider a quick visual inspection of the 

device during cleaning routines to ensure it's free from obstructions and damage. 

 App Notifications: Keep an eye on the Nolix app for any software updates or tips to enhance 

your DripX experience, ensuring you're always leveraging the latest in smart home water 

management. 

Need Further Assistance? 

For any additional support or inquiries regarding your DripX device, our dedicated team is available via 

WhatsApp at +1 (858) 333-1035, almost 24/7. Whether you have technical questions, need 

troubleshooting assistance, or are looking for more tips on optimizing your device, we're here to help. 

Thank you for choosing DripX for your smart home needs. We're committed to providing you with 

advanced, user-friendly solutions for a leak-free home. 

 


